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J92
Dazzling Bead 

Bracelet
Brazalete

Glamour and sparkle. 
Beads, stones and crystals 

are combined to make 
this fashion statement. 2.5" 
diameter stretch bracelet. 

One size fits most.

$19.50

H762
Sailor Stripes

Bufanda

Painted navy  
print striped  

scarf, super-soft  
with eyelash  

fringe on ends.  
100% premium 

viscose. 31" x 72".

$19.50

J93
Dazzling  
Bead Earrings
Pendientes

Look this way. Dazzle 
and sparkle bright 
blue statement  
earrings. 1-½" drop  
on wire hooks.

$15.00

J88
Dazzling Bead Necklace

Collar

A beautiful neckline. Necklace is illuminated 
with multi-faceted beads and stones  
in hues of blue, open cut metal disks  

and delicate chains.18" L, 3" extender,  
lobster clasp closure.

$29.50

J50
High Profile Necklace

Collar

A duo of midnight black and blue hues are 
linked together in a tiered design necklace. 

Black multi-faceted stones are surrounded by 
white crystals and blue stones are set in  
detailed metalwork. 19" L, 2" extender,  

lobster clasp closure.

$29.50

Included With Your 
Purchase

Each beautiful jewelry  
item in this catalog  

comes in an original  
Youmi K™ gift box.  

Add a ribbon or bow 
for a stylish gift.

awards night 
PERFECTION

glamming up your evening wear

J51
High Profile Earrings
Pendientes

Attention getter. Smokey blue stones 
are set in detailed metalwork. Coil 
wrapped wire hooks, 1" drop.

$12.50



perfect 
HARMONY

accenting your daytime or evening wear

J103
Trend Setter Bracelet
Brazalete

What a show-off. Dramatic oversized  
natural stones and multi-faceted amber 
beads wrap your wrist with beauty.  
Approx 8" stretch, one size fits most.

$19.50

H751
Rock Star
Bufanda

Touchable, traditional 
shimmery black plaid 
scarf, easy to style.  
100% premium viscose. 
40" x 76".

$19.50

J102
Black Beauty  

Earrings
Pendientes

Jet black 
multi-faceted 

stones are  
balanced on  

wire hooks,  
1-½" drop.

$15.00

H740
Cross Print Wrap 
Bufanda

Delicate lightweight  
fabric in white with  
leopard print crosses.  
100% premium  
viscose. 36" x 72".

$19.50
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J105
Trend Setter Necklace

Collar

Eye catching movements. Illuminated  
with multi-faceted beads, stones, open cut  

metal disks and delicate chains, this  
necklace makes a moving statement.  

18" L, 3" extender, lobster  
clasp closure.

$29.50

J104
Black Beauty 

Necklace
Collar

Flashing and  
flickering in shades 
of black and gray. 

Beautifully cut 
beads and crystals  

all lead to the  
majestic multi- 
faceted stone  

pendant.  
2" pendant.   

29-½" L,  
3" extender,  
lobster clasp  

closure.   

$29.50



H745 - Coral
Shimmer
Bufanda

Stylish, metallic woven coral scarf  
with eyelash fringe on ends. 100% 
premium viscose. 40" x 72".

$19.50

H752 - Turquoise
Soft Glimmer
Bufanda

Turquoise. Silky, abstract metallic 
scarf with 3" braided fringe on ends. 
100% premium viscose. 22" x 72".

$19.50
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H760 - Yellow

H761 - Turquoise
Zebra Infinity
Bufanda

Two-toned infinity loop 
scarf in zebra stripes 
and a bright solid, easy 
to style. 100% premium 
viscose. 30" x 34".

$19.50

#H761-Turquoise

J312
Black Filigree 

Earring 
Pendientes

Embellished cross 
with crystal  
center. 1-½"  
drop with  

french wires.

$12.50

J62
Artzy Artisan Multi-Strand Necklace

Collar

The wow factor. Triple strand multi-tiered  
necklace features delicately carved coins,  

crystals and oversized oval links. 15" L,  
3-½" extender, lobster clasp closure.

$29.50

     au 
COURANT
  showing off your style

J101
Sculped Charmer  

Bracelet
Brazalete

What to wear. Multiple sculpted  
designs wrap each silver-toned ball, 
sure to match with many jewel box 

favorites. Approx 8" stretch, one  
size fits most.

$19.50

#H745-Coral#H752-Turquoise

#H755-Black

H750 - Rust 
Solid Infinity
Bufanda

Bright, luxurious continuous loop 
scarf, easy to style. 100% premium 
viscose, 25" x 33".  

$19.50

H748 - Multi
Cool Cat

Bufanda

Unique tri-panel 
scarf of solids and 

animal jaguar print, 
long eyelash fringe 

on ends. 100%  
premium viscose.  

28" x 72", three 14" 
panels. 

$19.50

J247
Black Filigree  

Cross Necklace
Collar 

A designer look. 
Filigree embellished 
cross pendant with 
crystal center. 18" L, 

3-½" extender with  
lobster clasp  

closure.

$15.00

H754 - Burgundy

H755 - Black
Starlight
Bufanda

Lightweight sheer scarf with diminutive 
iridescent studded trim on ends. 100% 
premium viscose. 30" x 68".

$19.50



J87
Textured Tones  

Necklace
Collar

Striking pattern accents.  
Texture and design on each  

linked silver circle creates eye  
catching interest. 19", 2-½"  

extender, lobster clasp closure.

$29.50

J560
Scripture Wrap Bracelet
Brazalete

Gentle reminder. Silver wrap bracelet with crystal accents  
display the scripture 1 Corinthians 13: 4-8. Approx. 4-½"  
stretch, one size fits most.

$19.50

      it’s in the 
 D E T A I LS
  add some charming silver  accents 

J15
Silver Twists Earrings

Pendientes

Plays well with others. Mix and match 
this simple duo twist earring design 
with your favorite silver pieces. Fish-

hook wire backs with 1" drop. 

$12.50

J61
Geometric Circles Cuff Bracelet
Brazalete

Simple styling. Rich detailed metalwork are 
highlighted by an antiqued finish and rows 
of crystals. 1-½" W, 6-½" open cuff, one size 
fits most.

$25.00

J846
Trilogy Multi-Strand Necklace
Collar

Triple the style, triple the statement. 
Each strand holds its own charm.  
13-½" L, 3" extender, lobster  
clasp closure.

$19.50

J59
Show Your Heart Necklace
Collar

Must-have accessory. Classic heart shape slide 
with delicate cut out scroll work on two sides.  
2" pendant, 15" L, 3" extender, lobster  
clasp closure.

$24.50

H758
Jungle Fever
Bufanda

Soft scrunch textured scarf in multiple 
prints of zebra and leopard in blacks 
and greys. 100% premium viscose.  
28" x 74".

$19.508  9

J109
Swarovski Crystal
Post Earrings
Pendientes

Everyday or dress-up. 
Brilliant-cut crystals, ¾" 
studs. 

$15.00
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J77
Cross Culture Men’s Necklace

Collar

Your faith is showing. Corded necklace with unique 
knotted closure for proper sizing. Antiqued silver 

cross with etched edge design. 1-½" cross pendant.  
Approx. 15-½" L, one size fits most.

$15.00

J78
Men’s Corded  
Bracelet
Brazalete

Rugged fashion sense. A braided rope 
wrap-style bracelet. 2.5" diameter, one 
size fits most.

$15.00

H753
In Circle Scarf Hanger
Percha Para Bufanda

Silver. Organize and hold multiple 
scarfs. 10 W" x 13" H. 

$19.50

J71
Fancy That  

Tortoise Shell Bracelet
Brazalete

Get noticed. Tortoise shell rectangular  
beads wrap the wrist with color. 2" H,  

approx. 4-½" stretch, one size fits most.

$19.50

J72
Tortoise Shell  

Necklace & Earring Set
Collar & Pendientes

Always so classy.  
Tiered multi-strand necklace 

topped with barrel beads  
followed by oval tortoise  
shell beads with tiny gold  

accents. 17" L, 3-½" extender, 
lobster clasp closure.  

Shell earrings 1" drop with  
wire wrapped hooks.

$24.50

H744
Jungle Princess
Bufanda

Long length scrunchy animal print  
scarf, beautiful for styling and draping.  
100% premium viscose. 32" x 58".

$19.50
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J74
Copper & Patina  
Choker Necklace

Collar

Natural tarnished beauty. 
Delicate copper links  

with a front toggle closure  
copper chain,  

1-½" charm,  
16" L.

$19.50

J75
Hammered Patina 

Cross Earrings
Pendientes

Workings of nature.  
Beautiful open cross  

design earrings on  
copper wire hooks,  

1-½" drop.

$12.50

Scarf
Hanger

for the gentleman

J76
Copper & Patina  

Linked Cross Bracelet
Brazalete

Copper links with hook closure  
approx 7-½" L, one size fits most. 

$19.50
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   current 
COLOR S
    of gold, copper, hematite and silver

J13
Filigree & Crystal  

Earrings
Pendientes

Glistening crystals. Multi- 
faceted black stones are 

accented by open cut  
filigree shapes edged  

with crystals. Wire hooks  
with 1" drop.

$12.50

J25
Unending Symbols Necklace

Collar

Beads and charming charms.  
Multi-strand, tiered chains  

combine with a lovely open-cut,  
antiqued heart pendant to make  

a signature piece favorite. 
 2" pendant. Black hematite  
link chain, 21" L, 2" extender,  

lobster clasp closure.

$29.50

J226
Artisan Slide Necklace &  
Earring Set
Collar & Pendientes

Double-sided design. Rich  
detailed metalwork in tones  
of antique silver and gold.  
2" slide. 17" L, 3-½" extender  
with lobster clasp. Metalwork  
earrings, 1" drop with  
lever-back wires.

$29.50

J86
Circled Up Necklace & Earring Set
Collar & Pendientes

Graceful beauty. Mixed metals of gold and silver. 
Ultra lightweight, 24" L, 3" extender, lobster clasp  
closure. Triple circle earrings 1" drop with wire backs.

$24.50

J99
Show Off Bracelet
Brazalete

Beautiful crafting. Warm colors of copper, silver,  
hematite and gold make this cuff an irresistible 
addition to any look. 8" stretch, one size fits most.   

$15.00

#H742-Pink

J70
Textured Disks Necklace

Collar

The season’s show stopper.  
Unique copper, black, gold and  

silver colored disks all looped together 
with black hematite chains 1-½" disks,  

17" L, 3-½" extender with  
lobster clasp.

$24.50H741 - Turquoise
Lazy Leopard

Bufanda

Continuous infinity scarf 
in leopard spots with 
multi-colored stripes.  

100% premium viscose. 
32" x 34".

$19.50
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J56
Dressy Jewelry Holder

Soporte de la joyería

Oh so elegant.  
This shapely jewelry stand 
can keep necklaces from 
tangles and easy to find. 

11" tall.

$19.50

J81
Peace Signs Earrings
Pendientes

Peace to you. In the colors of 
the rainbow, ¾" diameter  
drop earrings on wire hooks.

$12.50

J80 
Peace Signs  

Necklace
Collar

Peace statement. 
Unique double  
chain gives this  

necklace it’s  
pretty style. 

15L", 2" extender,  
lobster clasp closure.

 $15.00

J60
Little Princess  
Charm Necklace
Collar

Let her know she is  
your princess. 13"-15", 
adjustable necklace, 
lobster clasp closure.

$15.00

J578 
Girls Pink 
Sequined 
Handbag
Bolsa

For the little 
lady. This little 
girls handbag 
sparkles and 
shines. Draw-
string closure, 
8" H x 6" W with 
5" handle drop.

$15.00

J89
Cross Design  
Pony Tail Holder
Lazo del pelo

Wear it in your hair or on 
your wrist. Silver cross elastic 
ponytail holder fits women 
or girls.

$15.00

J79
Pink Owl Necklace

Collar

Iridescent ball chain 
holds a pink enameled 
owl. ½" pendant. 18" L, 

2-½" extender, lobster 
clasp closure. 

$15.00

J574
Paw Print  
Necklace
Collar

A hit with lovers of 
every breed. Crystal 
studded necklace. 
15" L, 2" extender, 
lobster clasp closure.  

$15.50

J83
Paw Print  
Earrings
Pendientes

Calling all dog  
lovers. Post earrings 
inset with crystals. 
½" diameter.

$15.50

J573 
Treble Clef  
Necklace
Collar

Show off your musical 
side. Fashionable silver 
sparkling necklace. 17" L, 
2" extender, lobster  
clasp closure.

$15.50

J009
Princess Charm

Bracelet
 Brazalete

For your princess.  
Adorable stretch  

bracelet with beads  
of pink and silver with  

charm dangle. 
2" diameter.

$12.50

H759 
Girly Gumdrop  
Bufanda

Youth-sized pink scarf 
with a mélange of  
colors on pompom  
fringe trimmed ends. 
100% premium viscose.  
12" x 75".

$19.50
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J63
Turquoise Harmonies 
Necklace
Collar

All together now. Bringing 
in the colors of sun, sand 
and sea, this necklace  
blends multi-colored  
iridescent beads with a 
teardrop pendant.  
2" pendant. 16" L, 3-½" 
extender, lobster clasp  
closure. 

$27.00

J64
Beaded Dream  
Catcher Earrings

Pendientes

Nature’s gift. Beautiful  
turquoise beads and 

stones woven  
delicately together  

in silver wire. 
1-½" drop on wire  

hook backs.

$19.50

   the colors of 
 NA TURE 
                                 everyday glamour 

J94
All Linked Together Necklace
Collar

Really can’t be missed. Multi-tiered  
chains in antique gold, copper 
and natural patina are highlighted  
by hand crafted linked circles and  
hoops featuring rich hammered  
textures and bold etched details.  
16" L, 3" extender, lobster clasp  
closure.

$29.00

J384
Turquoise and Gold Bracelet
Brazalete

Object of envy. Unique ladder bracelet 
with turquoise and gold-toned balls. Great 
alone or layered with other bracelets, loop 
closure, one size fits most. 

$15.00

H743
Techno Pop
Bufanda

Shimmery metallic turquoise  
and black animal print scarf  
with 3" braided fringe on ends. 
100% premium viscose, 28" x 72".   

$19.50

All items include  
an original  
Youmi K™  

gift box. 



J194
Silver Star of David 
Necklace
Collar

The perfect star.  
Star of David on a  
black single rope  
17" L with lobster  
clasp closure.

 $14.50

J496
Sophisticated  
Filigree Heart  
Necklace &  
Earring Set
Collar & Pendientes

Heart-shaped whimsy. 
Rich designer heart 
slide with matching 
earrings. 18" L, 2"  
extender with lever-
back closure. Earrings, 
1" drop on posts.

 $19.50

J54
Open Fascination 
Necklace
Collar

Light and airy.  
Hand beaded  
and crocheted  
pendant with  
black crystal  
beads on a  
delicate  
17" chain.  
2" pendant. 

$19.50

J52
Open Fascination Earrings
Pendientes

Every one will notice. Super lightweight, easy to 
wear earrings. Hand beaded and crocheted 
pendants with black crystal beads drop from 
iridescent crystals on post backs. 2-¼" drop.

$15.00

J21
Wire Act Earrings
Pendientes

Designer’s passion. Intricate beaded drop 
earrings in the colors of bronze, silver, gold 
and hematite balance on a fine wire. 1-½" 
drop on french wires. 

$12.50

J91
South of the Border Bracelet
Brazalete

Shining on and on. Hammered orbs of silver and gold  
surround multi-faceted crystals. 1-5/8" linked circles.  
4" stretch, one size fits most. 

$19.50

J57
Pretty Please  

Multi-Strand Necklace
Collar

A delicate balance. Multiple 
tiers of gold and silver strands 

play host to unique gold,  
silver, copper and hematite 
beads. 21" L, 3-½" extender,   

lobster clasp closure.

$29.50 

All items include  
an original  
Youmi K™  

gift box. 

J22
Leatherette Cross 
Cuff Bracelet
Brazalete

Wrap around beauty. 
Bendable open cuff 
bracelet with detailed 
cross accent that 
shapes to your wrist. 
1-¼"  W, one size fits 
most. 

$19.50

J110
Mixed Metals Multi-Strand 

Necklace
Collar

Beautiful harmonies.  
Simple delicate chains are  

gathered together in copper, 
silver, black and gold to  

form this amazing draped  
necklace. 24"-27½" with 2"  

extender with lobster clasp.

$29.50

1918

J108
Bejeweled  
Cross  
Bracelet
Brazalete

Element of faith. Featuring 
black beads with a white crystal 
studded cross, a must-have 
bracelet. Approx 8" stretch,  
one size fits most.

$15.00
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J58
Inner Circles Filigree Necklace & Earring Set

Collar & Pendientes

Jewel box must-have. Carved scroll work, shining  
silver orbs and open silver circles mix necklace.  

17-½" L, 2-½" extender, lobster clasp closure.  
Filigree circle earrings, 1-½" drop with  

post backs. 

$29.50

H765 - Grey

H764 - Coral

H766 - Black
Shabby Chic Infinity
Bufanda

Continuous infinity loop scarf with  
ragged surface fringe, easy to style.  
Material: 100% premium viscose.  
Size: 26" x 34".

$19.50

#H766-Black

#H764-Coral


